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Abstract. The benefits of collaborative agents include achievement of
complex goals that are difficult or impossible to attain for an individ-
ual agent. Incentive schemes, market mechanisms, and organizational
structures can be designed to foster collaboration. On the other hand,
unwanted collaboration between small numbers of agents, at the expense
of the benefit to the greater society, demands measures to disincentivize
such negative, collusive collaboration.

1 Why Collaboration is Not Always Desirable

In an ideal world, cooperative agents work together to achieve greater goals
for the good of the larger society. This ideal is not the world we live in. Self-
interested agents act for their own selfish benefit at the expenses of others;
groups of self-interested agents collude for their benefit at the expense of the
larger society. Collaborators break their promises, fail to comply with norms or
regulations, and even straight-out deceive. Agents can be at best careless and at
worst treacherous.

Just as incentive schemes, market mechanisms, and organizational structures
can be designed to foster collaboration, we argue that some situations require
careful design of anti-collaboration provisions.

Now famous is the 1995 US FCC spectrum auction [1]. The rules of the
auction prohibited companies from openly colluding to divide the spectrum at
low cost to themselves and hence low value for the public. The major players in
the auction neatly circumvented the rules, however, by using the least significant
digits of their public messages to coordinate their bidding strategies. “In other
words, these parties used the auction protocol itself to cheat” [15].

Electoral voting machines have been another headline topic for agents col-
laborating in anti-social manners [14]. How can the public have confidence that
their vote will be properly recorded and accounted, and that fallacious votes will
not be accounted? Supposing there is an inspection, what if certain agents (such
as the machine manufacturers) collude with the inspection agents?

This position paper draws attention to the need to disincentivize such nega-
tive, collusive collaboration, and to otherwise mitigate their effects.
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2 Example: Maritime Customs Collaboration

Ocean-based freight, according to the International Maritime Organization, ac-
count for 90 percent of world trade by weight [12]. The inspection of container
contents and application of regulations and tariffs is a significant part of the
import-export process at ports worldwide. The progress of containers through
customs, however, is more often an exercise in negotiation rather than a struc-
tured queuing process. As soon as such a regulatory process involves negotiation,
corruption in its various manifestations becomes a possibility.

Fig. 1 shows some possible deviations from an archetypal customs import pro-
cess. These include inaccurate, incomplete, or fictitious documentation; under- or
over-inspection; inaccurate value estimation; waiving true fines or imposing ad-
ditional fines; and delaying or expediting certain containers. In some situations,
a whole grey ‘parallel customs’ system evolves.

Extra-process negotiation is the most common entry point for non-standard
behaviour within customs processes [11]. Agents willingly or unwillingly make
private, collusive agreements. Such non-standard practices fall into three cate-
gories [16, 7]. First, deviations based on the relationship between agents, where
these is no obvious monetary or physical bribe. Relationship levers in negotiation
can arise from family connection (nepotism), political tie (patronage), or favour
owed. Second, deviations be based on monetary considerations, where there is a
tangible bribe, whether cash or gift, or a debt forgiven. Third, negotiation levers
based on threats or extortion, whether physical, financial, or reputation-based.

Fig. 1. An archetypal import process. Some opportunities for deviations from the pub-
lished process are highlighted.
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The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
notes, particularly for developing countries, that customs revenue is a significant
component of public finances, but that customs efficiency is often hampered by
widespread corruption, creating “a major disincentive and obstacle to trade ex-
pansion” and leading to “disastrous consequences in terms of national security
and public finance” [8].

The effect of corruption burden communities and nations, weighing especially
on the disenfranchised. It hinders development, being “one of the most serious
barriers to overcoming poverty”, with a strong correlation manifest between per-
ceived corruption and national per capita income [18].

3 Disincentives, Incentives, and Process Design

Given that corruption can enter a market or process whenever there is opportu-
nity for agents to negotiate, what can be done to reduce the opportunities and
the incentives for and the impact of collusive behaviour? In certain situations,
guaranteed collusion-free protocols can be deployed (see Shelat [15] for a brief
overview). When it is not possible to eliminate negative collaboration entirely,3
how can the system be made more robust to its presence?

A perfusion of legal or normative rules provide no guarantee of disincentiviz-
ing collusion. As Tacitus observed, “The more corrupt the state, the more laws.”
Studies by the OECD and other organizations report that customs corruption is
not easily combated by policy changes, for example [8]. Further, extended pro-
cesses can provide more opportunities for negotiation and hence foster rather
than disincentivize deviations from the ideal.4

Hence a call can be issued to re-examine the research on agent collaboration
and market design [6]. The call is to disincentivize the socially bad behaviours,
not just incentivize socially good behaviours. It is not enough to be able to check
correctness of published contracts [2]; nor can we assume agents are cooperative.

Catalysts and culture. The problem of collusion is, then, challenging for
those who would wish to tackle it. Collusion can arise from within a group of
agents, needing no external catalyst agent. It can be fostered, however, by the
existence of external mediating agents, such as ‘fixers’ in a customs process.
Dignum et al. [4] point to the interaction of many elements—economic, social,
personal, structural, environmental—as determining the existence and role of
mediator agents. Further, the broad socio-cultural environment shapes agent
behaviour in negotiation [3]. Hence relevant is study of organizational behaviour,
norm emergence, and societal culture (for a computational study of culture’s
influence on human–agent negotiation, see Gal et al. [5]).
3 In the case of customs, such an effort would be prohibitively expensive and unreal-
istic. Further, draconian efforts can have adverse implications for personal freedoms
and fundamental human rights.

4 “Systems and procedures [evolve] to maximise the number of steps and approvals—to
create as many opportunities as possible for negotiation” [8].
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Protocols and decision aids. If we take ‘agents’ to refer to autonomous
entities, encompassing human actors and businesses as well as automated agents,
then the failed Covisint business-to-business market in the automotive industry
[13] is another demonstration of the problems of cooperation—besides that of
collusion—that can emerge in an auction setting.

Karlsson et al. [10] show how positive cooperation (among humans) can be
incentivized through market-based protocols that allow complex bids.5 While
such protocols have theoretical and computational advantages, behavioural eco-
nomics assures us that humans are not rational decision-makers. Decision aids
may be needed in order for complex market-based protocols to be effective.

Mechanism design and simulation. Spectrum auction markets is one do-
main where collusion-resistant market mechanisms have been developed [19],
motivated by the FCC experience; another is online reputation mechanisms [9].
How do these mechanisms transfer to more ill-defined processes and agent sys-
tems such as in the domain of customs? How can elusive notions such as ‘benefit
to society’ be quantified, and taken into algorithmic account?

The connection to the agents community arises naturally through game the-
ory and mechanism design. In addition, we suggest that simulation has a role in
the study of complex multiagent processes and systems, aiding modelling, anal-
ysis, and evaluation [17, 7]. A broader question is whether agent technology can
be used to build automated, semi-automated, or decision-aided systems that are
more reliable than processes carried out solely by human actors.

4 Research Outlook

We conclude by enumerating relevant research questions, adapted from the Call
for Papers for the CARE workshop:

– How do we design markets that hinder collusion?
– What interventions and incentives can disincentivize negative collaboration?
– How do we enforce prohibitions on illicit joint agreements and contracts?
– How do we build agent systems that work efficiently in partially-regulated

environments where negative collaboration is not necessarily prohibited?
– How do we build systems or mechanisms robust to unreliable or non-conformant

collaborators, and to colluding groups of agents?
– How do organizational structures influence the negotiation of agents and

collusive behaviour?
– How can lessons learned in game theoretic computation inform mitigation

of collusion?
5 To ‘disincentivize’ is standard procedure in market programming, in the sense that
protocols should be robust to speculation, i.e., speculation being unwarranted in
every practical case by any rational agent in the market.
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